A typical parameter sweep application (PSA) is a parameterized application which has to be executed independently large number of times, to locate a particular point in the parameter space that satisfies certain criteria. Albeit simple in terms of computational model, parameter sweep studies occurs frequently in scientific computation across a broad range of scientific disciplines [2, 3, 4, 5] .
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Including human knowledge in the runtime loop of parameter sweep application is essential to improve the efficiency of performing parameter sweep experiments. However, existing frameworks for performing parameter sweep such as Nimrod-G [1] focuses mainly on the scheduling and the management of the computing resources required for the execution of PSAs. We argued that the batch based execution in existing frameworks hampers the inclusion of human expertise in runtime loop of parameter sweep, and we propose a new framework for interactive parameter sweep.
By analyzing several use cases in bio-medical and physical domains [2, 3] , we identify several important requirements for realizing a framework for interactive parameter sweep applications. From the perspective of domain scientists, the complexity of underlying grid environment should be hidden so that domain scientists can focus on their main concern on performing their experiments. The system needs to provide friendly user environment for scientists to change parameter space or set new policy for execution at runtime. The framework should provide flexible interface for porting legacy applications to a PSA.
We proposed five functional components for the interactive framework: a GUI for user to describe experiment, a visualizer to presenting computing results, a coordinator to schedule the execution of computing tasks, a repository to collect computing results, and interface to job scheduling tools, e.g., from Grid. In the current prototype, a tuple space like workspace is used to maintain state of experiment. This prototype allows basic interactivity such as modification of experiment state during execution which demonstrated the capability to manipulate parameter sweep tasks at run time. It will be integrated as a part of our workflow framework [6] . In future work, we plan to deal with adaptive execution challenges posed by interactive execution.
